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Overview
It is not clear in the discussion of closing STP connections that an STP port originating CLOSE and receiving STP_X_RDY should not transmit STP_R_RDY and receive a FIS before the connection is closed by the other port after transmitting the FIS. This proposal clarifies the behavior of the STP port that receives a CLOSE after transmitting an STP_X_RDY, but before receiving an STP_R_RDY to make it clear no data is transferred before the connection is closed and reopened by the STP port that transmitted SATA_X_RDY.

Suggested changes

7.17.7 Closing an STP connection

Either STP port (i.e., either the STP initiator port or the STP target port) may originate closing an STP connection. An STP port shall not originate closing an STP connection after sending a SATA_X_RDY or SATA_R_RDY until after both sending and receiving SATA_SYNC. An STP port shall transmit CLOSE after receiving a CLOSE if it has not already transmitted CLOSE.

If an STP port receives a CLOSE after transmitting an STP_X_RDY, but before receiving an STP_R_RDY, the STP port shall complete closing the connection (i.e., transmit CLOSE) and retransmit the STP_X_RDY in a new connection.

When an STP initiator port closes an STP connection, it shall transmit a CLOSE (NORMAL) or CLOSE (CLEAR AFFILIATION). When an STP target port closes an STP connection, it shall transmit a CLOSE (NORMAL).

An STP initiator port may issue CLOSE (CLEAR AFFILIATION) in place of a CLOSE (NORMAL) to cause the STP target port to clear the affiliation (see 7.17.5) along with closing the connection. If an STP target port receives CLOSE (CLEAR AFFILIATION), the STP target port shall clear the affiliation for the STP initiator port that sent the CLOSE (CLEAR AFFILIATION).

See 7.12.6 for additional details on closing connections.

An STP/SATA bridge shall break an STP connection if its SATA host phy loses dword synchronization (see 7.12.7).